Find Still Waters
Sue deJesús, AS, MA, MBS
findstillwaters@gmail.com
804-833-7989
INFORMED CONSENT & HOLD HARMLESS AGREEMENT

Find Still Waters is a combination of *Life Coaching, **Counseling, and ***Soul Healing methods
uniquely combined and specifically tailored to help each person find their “Still Waters” for life’s
upsets and difficulties. I choose to not be limited by licensure by the State of Virginia or to file with
insurance companies to ensure that I have the freedom to use the methods that are mutually agreed
upon.
Though belief systems may differ and the methods used to find emotional freedom may be unusual,
impressive results are the norm. While success is always the expectation, I cannot control the
outcome or any person’s willingness to do what is necessary to find desired outcomes. Many of the
methods used can be learned and applied on your own, but I am not responsible for the outcomes.
I ________________________, understand that the outcome of any given session may be variable,
and while total resolution is always hoped for and pursued, it is not guaranteed.
I do not hold Sue deJesús or Find

Still Waters responsible for any outcome that may arise

because of any session, or for any further or additional care I may need in the future. I take full
responsibility for my own emotional and physical well being and the choices I make for my own wellbeing.
I understand I am free to terminate my participation at any time for any reason.
I also understand that fees paid toward finding results through Find

Still Waters are not tax

deductable.
I hereby release Sue deJesús and Find

Still Waters from any liability should this service not live

up to believed expectations, or if it there is not complete resolve of any issue pursued during any
session.
Signed:______________________________________ Date: _____________ Phone:__________________
Printed Name: _________________________________ Street: ____________________________________
City: _____________________State: ________ Zip: ___________ Email: ____________________________
*Life

coaching – the setting and meeting of any kind of personal goal for the present and into the future.
– resolving unresolved aspects from the past that are affecting a person’s present and future.
***Soul Healing – mending emotional hurts, wounds, injustices and traumas of past experiences that are affecting
current physical and emotional health.
**Counseling

